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Abstract

Localization of cognitive processes is a strength of functional neuroimaging. However, information about functional interactions between

brain areas is crucial for a deeper understanding of brain function. We applied vector autoregressive modeling in the context of Granger

causality as a method to analyze directed connectivity in a standard event-related fMRI study using a simple auditory–motor paradigm. The

basic idea is to use temporal information in stochastic time series of a brain region in order to predict signal time courses in other brain

regions. Thus, we predicted that the method should demonstrate causal influence of the auditory cortex and the supplementary motor area

(SMA) on primary motor cortex.

Eleven right-handed healthy female subjects were instructed to press a ball with either their left or their right hand when hearing the

command bleftQ or bright Q in the scanner. Influence to the left motor cortex was found from bilateral auditory cortex as well as from the SMA

in 9 of 11 subjects. Granger causality to the right motor cortex existed from bilateral auditory cortex in 5 and from SMA in 6 subjects.

Granger causality to the SMA existed from right auditory cortex in 7 subjects and from left auditory cortex in 8 subjects.

Our findings in a simple task show that even under suboptimal circumstances (a relatively long TR of 2440 ms), Granger causality can be

a useful tool to explore effective connectivity. Temporally optimized scanning should increase that potential.

D 2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Functional neuroimaging has been proved to be well

suited to investigate the localization of certain cognitive

functions in the brain. However, not only information about

where cognitive processes take place in the brain, but also

how they are implemented is crucial for a deeper under-

standing of brain function. Therefore, investigation of

functional interactions as well as information about the

direction of these interactions has become an issue in

cognitive neurosciences in recent times. Directed interac-

tions of brain areas are often referred to as effective

connectivity, defined as influence of one neural system on

another [1]. Several methods such as application of
0730-725X/$ – see front matter D 2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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covariance structural equation modeling [2] or nonlinear

system identification techniques [3] have been proposed to

investigate such effective connectivity. Recently, vector

autoregressive modeling in the context of Granger causality

has been introduced as a new method to analyze directed

influences [4]. We applied the method in a standard event-

related fMRI study with a simple auditory–motor design.

The basic idea is to use temporal information in stochastic

time series of a brain region in order to predict signal time

courses in other brain regions. As a rule, causes precede

their effects in time. Therefore, these predictions can be

related to temporally directed influences rather than to only

correlational relations between brain regions. In our

paradigm, a simple motor action was triggered by an

auditory command. Thus, we predicted that the method

should demonstrate indirect causal influence of the auditory

cortex on primary motor cortex and supplementary motor
aging 24 (2006) 181–185
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areas (SMAs). As the method is based on signal time series,

the sampling of data points is an important issue. In this

study, we used a design with a relatively long TR (2440 ms)

and thus wide spacing of data points to investigate the

limitations of the method under coarse temporal sampling.
Table 1

Numbers of subjects in which Granger causality (negative GCM values)

was found from bilateral auditory cortex and/or SMA to the ROIs (left/right

motor cortex, SMA related to right/left motor response) in the group of

11 subjects

Granger causality from predefined regions

Region Subjects (of 11)

P b.001 P b.01

Granger causality to left motor cortex

Left auditory cortex 9 9

Right auditory cortex 9 10

SMA 9 10

Granger causality to right motor cortex

Left auditory cortex 5 7

Right auditory cortex 5 7

SMA 6 7

Granger causality to SMA related to right motor response

Left auditory cortex 7 8

Right auditory cortex 7 8

Granger causality to SMA related to left motor response

Left auditory cortex 8 8

Right auditory cortex 7 7
2. Materials and methods

Written informed consent was obtained from 12 healthy

right-handed female subjects aged 25 to 39 years (mean:

30.5 years) without any history of neurological or

psychiatric disease. The study was approved by the local

ethics committee.

2.1. Task

Subjects were instructed to press a ball with either their

left or their right hand when hearing the command b left Q or
b right Q (n=20 each) in the scanner. The subject heard

20 commands of b right Q and 20 commands of b left Q from a

taped voice in a pseudorandomized order through the

headphones. The onsets of the commands were jittered

between 5.2 and 19.2 s (mean: 10.1 s; S.D.: 3.9). Pressure

exerted on the ball and reaction times defined as latency to

maximal pressure were registered.

2.2. fMRI acquisition

A 1.5-T Siemens VISION whole-body scanner (Siemens,

Erlangen, Germany) equipped with a head coil was used to

acquire T1 anatomical volume images (1�1�1 mm voxels)

and T2*-weighted functional MR images. One hundred

seventy-nine volumes of 29 T2*-weighted echoplanar slices

were recorded during one session. Image size was 64�
64 pixels, with an FoV of 192 mm. Slice thickness was

4 mm with a 1-mm gap resulting in a voxel size of

3.5�3.5�4 mm. Volumes were obtained at a TR of 2440 ms

(TE 40 ms).

2.3. Data analysis

fMRI data of the single subjects were analyzed event-

related using the BrainVoyager 4.9 Software (BrainInnova-

tion, R. Goebel, Maastricht, the Netherlands). The first four

images of each functional scan were rejected to allow for

T2* equilibration effects. Images were preprocessed includ-

ing motion correction, slice scan time correction, high-pass

filtering and removal of linear trends. After that, individual

functional and anatomical data were coregistered and

normalized into standard space [5]. Voxelwise analysis was

performed using a general linear model for autocorrelated

observations [6]. A standard model with regressors for left

and right auditory command for motor movement convolved

with a hemodynamic response function was calculated for

each single subject. Statistical maps were thresholded at

Pb.0001 (uncorrected for multiple comparisons).

Activation foci found in the right and left motor cortex

and the supplementary motor cortex (SMA) that passed this

threshold were used to construct functional regions of
interest (ROIs). One motor cortex ROI and one SMA ROI

were constructed for each of the two regressors (left and

right) resulting in four ROIs in each subject.

Custom software written in MATLAB (Mathworks,

Natick, MA) was used to map Granger causality over the

imaging volume for the selected ROIs for each subject

individually. The method, described in detail in Roebroeck

et al. [7] and Goebel et al. [4], treats the sequence of fMRI

measurements at each voxel within the ROIs as a vector

time series. It does not, like other methods of investigating

directed connectivity, rely on a priori specification of a

model with preselected regions and connections between

them. It is based on the idea that temporal precedence is a

characteristic that discerns causes from effects and uses a

definition of causality for stochastic time series proposed by

the economist Clive Granger [8,9]. Assigned to fMRI time

series, the definition says that if activity in a voxel x causes

activity in a voxel y, then knowledge about the time series

(activity over time) in voxel x should help to explain future

values of the time series in voxel y. If the future time series

of y is better explained by including x than without x, given

that all other useful information has also been included, we

say that x Granger causes y.

Granger causality maps (GCMs) were computed from

signal time courses to estimate the directed influences

between the ROI voxels and the other voxels in the scanned

volume. For computation, the average time course of an

ROI was taken as a reference and was considered as a

potential target of influence from voxels from the rest of

the brain as well as a potential source. Therefore, maps

were computed showing voxels that are influenced by the

activity in the ROI (Ref2Vox) and other maps showing



Fig. 1. Main picture: Granger causality from auditory cortex and SMA to

motor cortex. Blue: Activation of auditory and motor cortex following the

command b left Q in a single subject thresholded at P b.0001 (uncorrected for

multiple comparisons). Yellow: Three-dimensional GCM clusters in

auditory cortex and SMA showing significant influence (above threshold

negative values) to right motor cortex in the same subject thresholded at

P b.001 (uncorrected for multiple comparisons). Small picture: Granger

causality from auditory cortex to SMA. Blue: Activation of auditory cortex

and SMA following the command b left Q in a single subject thresholded at

P b.0001 (uncorrected for multiple comparisons). Yellow: Three-dimen-

sional GCM clusters in auditory cortex showing significant influence

(above threshold negative values) to SMA in the same subject thresholded

at P b.001 (uncorrected for multiple comparisons).

able 2

rain areas besides a priori hypothesized regions (auditory cortex, SMA)

om which Granger causality (negative GCM values) was found to the ROI

eft/right motor cortex, SMA related to right/left motor response) and

umber of subjects (whole group: 11) in which the respective causality

as found

ranger causality from brain areas not a priori hypothesized

o. of subjects Brain area

ranger causality to left motor cortex

or 2 Anterior cingulate cortex, medial prefrontal cortex

(BA32/9), premotor cortex (BA6), thalamus, dorsal

striatum, dorsal cingulate cortex, inferior temporal

gyrus (BA37), medial temporal gyrus (BA21),

fusiform gyrus, precuneus, superior parietal lobe (BA7)

or 4 Dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (BA9/46),

superior temporal gyrus (BA22), occipital cortex

Putamen

ranger causality to right motor cortex

or 2 Dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (BA9/46), anterior

cingulate cortex, medial prefrontal cortex (BA32/9),

premotor cortex (BA6), thalamus, dorsal striatum,

ventral striatum, superior temporal gyrus (BA22),

inferior temporal gyrus (BA20), fusiform gyrus

or 4 Putamen, superior parietal lobe (BA7), occipital cortex

ranger causality to SMA related to right motor response

or 2 Anterior cingulate cortex, premotor cortex (BA6),

dorsal cingulate cortex, superior temporal gyrus

(BA22), medial temporal gyrus (BA21), inferior

temporal gyrus (BA37), fusiform gyrus, precuneus,

superior parietal lobe (BA7), occipital cortex

or 4 Dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (BA9/46), medial

prefrontal cortex (BA32/9), dorsal striatum,

putamen, thalamus,

ranger causality to SMA related to left motor response

or 2 Prefrontal cortex (BA45), premotor cortex (BA6),

medial temporal gyrus (BA21), precuneus, superior

parietal lobe (BA7), inferior parietal lobe (BA40)

or 4 Dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (BA9/46), medial

prefrontal cortex (BA32/9), dorsal striatum,

superior temporal gyrus (BA22),

fusiform gyrus, occipital cortex,

Anterior cingulate cortex, thalamus

Putamen

P b.001; minimum cluster size: 50 mm3.
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voxels whose activity influences the activation in the ROI

(Vox2Ref). A third type of map showed voxels with

instantaneous nondirected correlation (Inst). To obtain an

unbiased estimate of directed influence, we computed the

difference of Ref2Vox and Vox2Ref, showing positive

values for influence from reference to voxel and negative

values for the reverse direction [7]. We were interested to

find voxels influencing our ROI voxels in motor cortex and

SMA. Therefore, the difference map (Ref2Vox�Vox2Ref)

with motor cortex or SMA as a reference was supposed to

show negative values within those voxels. Bootstrapping

[10] was used to assign significance to the GCMs [7].

Significant clusters in the GCMs were only accepted when

they lay within or showed overlaps with the respective

individual auditory/SMA activation of the subject and lay

within the required anatomical region (auditory cortex,

BA41; SMA, medial BA6) according to Talairach and

Tournoux [5]. According to our hypothesis, activation

within auditory cortex (voxel) Granger causes motor and

SMA activation (reference), and SMA activation (voxel)

Granger causes motor activation (reference); we only tested

for the negative GCM values.
3. Results

Subjects showed high accuracy in the motor task. Nine

subjects made no mistakes; 2 subjects made one mistake in

pressing the ball with the correct hand after the command.

One subject pressed the ball with the wrong hand in 25% of

the trials and was therefore excluded from further analyses.

Mean reaction times were 951.3 ms (S.D.: 223.6 ms) for the

right and 950.9 ms (S.D.: 251.2 ms) for the left hand.

Granger causality maps of the single subjects centered on

the individual motor cortex and SMA activation were

analyzed with respect to the influences from the rest of

the brain to the reference regions (Table 1). In 9 of

11 subjects, influence maps to the left motor cortex were

significant at a level of .001 (uncorrected for multiple
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comparisons) in bilateral auditory cortex as well as in SMA.

At a level of .01 (uncorrected), influence maps to left motor

cortex were significant in 10 subjects in right auditory

cortex and SMA. Significant Granger causality to the right

motor cortex existed at a level of .001 from bilateral

auditory cortex in 5 and from SMA in 6 subjects. At a level

of .01 significance, Granger causality to the right motor

cortex existed from SMA and bilateral auditory cortex in 7

of 11 subjects. Fig. 1 shows auditory and motor activity and

clusters Granger causing motor activity in a representative

subject.

In 7 of 11 subjects, influence maps to the SMA activation

related to the right motor response were significant at a level

of .001 (uncorrected) in bilateral auditory cortex. At a level

of .01 (uncorrected), influence maps to the SMA related to

the right motor response were significant in 8 subjects in

bilateral auditory cortex. Significant Granger causality to the

SMA related to the left motor response existed at a level of

.001 and also .01 from the left auditory cortex in 8 and from

the right auditory cortex in 7 subjects.

Only subjects with above threshold negative GCM

values (voxel to reference) are reported. The other subjects

commonly showed below threshold negative values; none

showed above threshold positive values in the hypo-

thesized regions.

To provide further validation of our findings, we listed

the other brain regions from which we found Granger

causality to the four ROIs (negative, above threshold values

of GCMs) in Table 2. Most of the regions were found

inconsistently in only one or two subjects. The most

consistent finding of Granger causality from other than

hypothesized brain areas (auditory cortex and SMA) was

Granger causality from the basal ganglia.
4. Discussion

Analysis of data with Granger causality in a standard

event-related fMRI paradigm was able to demonstrate that

the time course in motor cortex and SMA can be predicted

by past signal time courses in areas that are known (by

experimental design) to causally influence the two regions.

Evidence for directed connectivity from auditory cortex and

SMA to motor cortex was clearer for left motor cortex

corresponding to the dominant hand than for right motor

areas. Thus, the GCM analysis seems to imply a plausible

chain of processing from auditory cortex to supplementary

motor cortex to primary motor cortex in the investigated

task. However, we should note that conclusions about

chains of processing from GCMs should be drawn with

care. Granger causality maps, in their current implementa-

tion, assess the influence between two regions independent-

ly of any others. In cases of an intervening role for a third

area or common input from a third area, such influence

might be spurious. In that case, investigating the GCM for

the third area can avoid inferences of spurious direct

influences [7]. As we used a relatively long TR, our
findings show that even under suboptimal circumstances,

the method can be a useful tool to explore effective

connectivity. Besides from the a priori hypothesized areas,

auditory cortex and SMA, we only found Granger causality

consistently from basal ganglia. As basal ganglia trigger

motor responses, this further supports the reliability of

our findings.

The GCM method is applied in the face of the

hemodynamic response that integrates the original neural

activity and on temporal sampling of the data by the MR

scanner. Granger causality in the context of fMRI is based

on the existence of time lags of the hemodynamic response

within brain areas representing causal influence of one

region exerting on another (causes precede effects in time).

But the time lags between different regions may occur for

many other external reasons. The simplest are different

characteristics of hemodynamic mechanisms in different

brain regions. This might be a constraint of the method and

could lead to wrong conclusions if the resulting maps are

not interpreted with some care. There are two principle ways

of dismissing hemodynamics as a principle cause of

measured fMRI Granger causality. First, one could argue

that although considerable variability in the (delay of the)

hemodynamic response has been observed between different

regions in the same brain (see, e.g., Ref. [11,12]), relative

timing differences between BOLD responses could be used

to discern a causal chain of cognitive processing across

several areas [13,14]. Particularly, if variability in relative

timing differences between the BOLD responses in areas

involved in a given task can be attributed to task effects

(e.g., relative timing differences correlate with reaction

times), the GCMs likely reflect neural processing delays.

This has been shown [13] for a cued visuomotor reaction

time task very similar to the auditory cued reaction time task

investigated here. They could show a progress of activation

from V1 to SMA to M1 (similar to the causal chain implied

by the GCMs computed here), and they showed that relative

BOLD latencies (particularly those between V1 and SMA)

were highly correlated with reaction times. A second way of

dismissing hemodynamics as a physiological cause of

Granger causality is by suitably contrasting GCMs between

different conditions. If differences can be found between

GCMs computed for different conditions, effective connec-

tivity is found to be modulated by cognitive context and the

influences found are more likely to reflect neurocognitive

differences than hemodynamics. For instance, in this

experiment, it would have been interesting to separate

computation of GCMs for left-hand and right-hand

responses and to show how influences are modulated by

the response hand. However, the intermixed event-related

design did not allow this, as experimental periods in which

only left-hand and only right-hand responses were given

were very short. Computing the GCMs over whole runs,

pooling left-hand and right-hand responses, thus gave the

expected result of aggregated influence of auditory cortex to

both right and left motor cortices.
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Another important constraint for our design focused here

is the temporal sampling of the data represented by the TR.

Temporal precedence can only be detected if the time lag is

big enough relative to the TR, otherwise, causality will fall

into the instantaneous term and the method loses sensitivity

for relatively fast directed influences. Roebroeck et al. [7]

demonstrated the dependency of the sensitivity to detect

interactions on the sampling interval (TR). The flow of

information in cortical networks during certain cognitive

operations might result in much faster sequences than a

simple reaction time task. Therefore, short TRs resulting in a

better sampling of the data are recommended. Still, we

found reliable results with a TR of 2.5 s. This shows that,

dependent on the task, the method is not restricted to

designs allowing short TRs but can be a promising approach

for a wider variety of applications.
5. Conclusion

Our findings in a simple task show that even under

suboptimal circumstances (a relatively long TR), Granger

causality can be a useful tool to explore effective

connectivity. Temporally optimized scanning should in-

crease that potential.
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